At home or on-the-go, Transcend provides the power for your sleep apnea therapy.

Sleep apnea therapy is no longer limited to the nightstand with Transcend’s portable power options. Hit the open road, hop on a plane, sail away, or sleep under the stars. It doesn’t matter where you go, Transcend power options ensure you’ll always get the sleep you need. You have the power to tailor your sleep apnea therapy to your lifestyle.

Customized therapy is as easy as 1-2-3

Transcend’s patient-centric product line features accessory options unlike any other sleep apnea therapy system on the market to give you therapy that fits your lifestyle.

1 Therapy
- Transcend Auto™ with expiratory relief
- Transcend EZEX™ CPAP with expiratory relief
- Transcend® CPAP
- TranSync™ wireless therapy monitoring

2 Humidification
- Transcend Heated Humidifier™

3 Power Options
- P8™ Battery *
- P4™ Battery *
- Transcend Portable Solar Battery Charger™
- DC Mobile Power Adaptor

* Not for use with Transcend Heated Humidifier.
Portable power is the key for sleep apnea therapy on-the-go.

**Transcend Portable Batteries**

At about the size of a deck of cards, Transcend’s battery options provide portable power so you can sleep anywhere. Transcend batteries also provide backup power during storms and brown outs for uninterrupted therapy.

- Small and lightweight
- Rechargeable with AC, DC, or solar power
- Backup power source during power outages
- P4™ Battery provides approximately 7 hours of therapy*
- P8™ Battery provides approximately 14 hours of therapy*

*Performance tested at 14 cmH2O; actual battery performance may vary based on altitude, respiratory rate and tidal volume. Not for use with Transcend Heated Humidifier.

**Transcend Portable Solar Battery Charger™**

The Transcend Portable Solar Battery Charger recharges your Transcend batteries under the sun, so you can rely on sleep apnea therapy under the stars. Rolled up, it’s about the size of a small, folded newspaper and easily stows for your next outdoor adventure.

- Lightweight and compact
- Durable-military tested
- Simple and easy to use
- Works in low light conditions
- Recharges P4™ Battery in approximately 6 hours *
- Recharges P8™ Battery in approximately 12 hours *

**DC Mobile Power Adaptor**

The DC mobile power adaptor is perfect for use in trucks, RV’s, automobiles and boats. It provides power to operate Transcend therapy devices while on-the-go and recharges the Transcend batteries. It can even be used in-line with the Transcend batteries to recharge them during therapy.

- Small and portable
- Simple and easy to use
- Use as backup power
- Operate Transcend therapy devices from any DC outlet
- Recharge Transcend portable batteries

*Contact you medical supplier for more information.*